Should we fear Artificial Intelligence?

A.I. or artificial intelligence is something most people are unfamiliar with. As an
example if you ask someone about their opinion on this topic the first thing that comes
to mind will most likely be some absurd scenario like in the movie “Inception” or any
fantasy or sci-fi action movie for that matter. When most people think of A.I. they will
probably think of some robots who were created by us are now coming to take control
over us or something along those lines.
Usually people don’t consider that everything they use themselves like their
handheld device as an example or a smartwatch or even let’s say the coffee machine
that once set on a program can make you a beverage every morning on a said time,
like when your alarm goes off. It is true that it isn’t so good for us that a machine can
be a 100% more accurate or smarter than us in any given situation.
Let’s start with the negative side of the debate. By asking the question can a
machine created by a fellow human being replace us in our everyday live or even at
our workplace rendering us useless and cutting costs at the same time even exist? Well
in my opinion this is really far-fetched, my point being such technologies are just a
mirage in the future, because the ordinary man who goes to work just to feed his
family and pay the bills is going to take a lot less effort to keep in optimal work
condition, than the expensive robot who has to pass everyday maintenance and a lot of
repairs for the time being.
But that’s not the only side to that argument and the solution isn’t as simple. Let’s
take another example this time with the auto corrections your computer in general
makes to even as you’re typing the desired search term or a document you have due. I
want you to think of the last time you had to google something but the results weren’t
accurate and you had to manually type the full sentence or search term you have to use
to find the information you need without it either autocorrecting you, predicting what
is on your mind or rather even not showing anything as a result at all. Google’s A.I. is
a lot smarter than you think and as proof I’m going to use the fact that Deepmind A.I.
(which is Google’s own A.I. program) taught itself how to walk 7 months ago. The
program began its existence in late 2010 and it already has enough information on
almost every subject you can think of, in its eight year being it learned how to walk
from the ground up without being taught anything at all. As a reference it took us
millions upon millions of years of evolution to get to the point where life could even
get out of the seas and walk independently, and it took us even more to get to the point
where we are today.
In my opinion, as long as A.I. doesn’t have the ability to think logically like us
we’re pretty safe from dangers and it’s almost ridiculous to fear such innovative
technology.

